Alphabet Soup

What sort of music was invented by cavemen? Rock music!

Each line of the puzzle has one word hidden in a list of random letters. The blank space is a missing letter that belongs to that word. Decide what word is hidden in the letters and write the missing letter in the space. A word bank has been provided. Each word is used once.

1. Driving too fast is very _________.
2. If you miss the bus, you'll be _________.
3. How you get on an airplane.
4. Another word for secure.
5. The seat was too small, so I wasn't _________.
6. How an airplane moves.
7. The opposite of fast.
8. When a plane leaves the airport.
9. Harley Davidson is the most famous kind.
10. Has four wheels and is smaller than a truck.
11. Too many people in one place.
12. ________ the bus when you get to your destination.
13. This can pull a cart.
14. Do this with a motorcycle, bicycle or horse.
15. Travel a long way in a short time in the air.

Word Bank:
- PLANE  - SAFE  - SLOW  - TAKE OFF
- DANGEROUS - MOTORCYCLE - LATE - COMFORTABLE
- FLY - GET OFF - RIDE - HORSE
- CAR - CROWDED - BOARD -